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Tsunamis generated by earthquakes commonly propagate as long waves in the deep ocean and develop into sharp-fronted
surges moving rapidly toward the coast in shallow water, which may be effectively simulated by hydrodynamic models solving
the nonlinear shallow water equations (SWEs). However, most of the existing tsunami models suffer from long simulation
time for large-scale real-world applications. In this work, a graphics processing unit (GPU)-accelerated finite volume shock-
capturing hydrodynamic model is presented for computationally efficient tsunami simulations. The improved performance
of the GPU-accelerated tsunami model is demonstrated through a laboratory benchmark test and a field-scale simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Tsunamis are among the most dangerous natural disasters and
are reported to potentially pose medium to high risk to most coast-
lines worldwide. Numerical modeling of tsunami propagation and
run-up is essential for evacuation planning, risk assessment, and
sometimes real-time forecasting. Numerical models based on the
shallow water equations (SWEs) are commonly accepted for sim-
ulation of tsunami wave propagation from deep ocean to near
shore including inundation.
To solve the SWEs for tsunami modeling, different approaches
have been used, including the finite difference method, finite vol-
ume method, finite element method, and smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics (SPH). Most of the conventional tsunami models are
based on finite difference leapfrog schemes, e.g., TUNAMI by
Goto et al. (1997), MOST by Titov and Synolakis (1995), and
COMCOT by Wang and Liu (2006). In recent years, finite volume
Godunov-type schemes have also been implemented to solve the
SWEs for tsunami modeling and have gradually gained popularity
(Popinet, 2011; Leveque et al., 2011). These models boast auto-
matic shock-capturing capability, superior conservation property,
and flexibility for implementation on different types of computa-
tional grids for better boundary fitting. Because of these advan-
tages, a second-order finite volume Godunov-type hydrodynamic
model incorporated with an HLLC Riemann solver for interface
flux calculation is used in this work for tsunami simulations. How-
ever, these sophisticated fully 2-D hydrodynamic models are nor-
mally computationally demanding for high-resolution simulations
over large domains, restricting their wider applications.
Different approaches have been explored to improve the compu-
tational efficiency for the hydrodynamic tsunami models to enable
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multiscale tsunami simulations. For example, Leveque et al.
(2011) employed adaptive block meshes to accelerate their finite
volume Godunov-type tsunami model. Popinet (2011) reported a
finite volume tsunami model on dynamically adaptive quadtree
grids. Liang et al. (2015) presented another finite volume shock-
capturing tsunami model developed on a simplified adaptive grid
system that is free of data structure. Depending on applications,
these adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) techniques may speed up
a model several times (Liang et al., 2015) but have difficulty in
ensuring full conservation of both mass and surface gradient dur-
ing grid adaptation.
Adopting a different approach, Pophet et al. (2011) explored the
use of multicore parallel computing to improve computational effi-
ciency for their tsunami model solving the Boussinesq equations.
A similar parallel algorithm was also used by Delis and Math-
ioudakis (2009) to develop their shock-capturing tsunami model,
which solves the SWEs.
Accessible even on general desktop PCs, a more promis-
ing high-performance computing technique involving the use of
graphics processing units (GPUs) has started to gain rapid pop-
ularity in the last few years. GPUs have been commonly used
in the game industry but are only recently available for scientific
computing (Brodtkorb, 2010). There are hundreds of processing
elements on a single GPU to provide powerful parallel comput-
ing capability, in contrast to a central processing unit (CPU). The
benefit of using GPUs to provide high-performance computing
is evident. In less than one decade, numerous GPU-accelerated
models have been developed and used in many areas of scientific
computing, e.g., computational fluid dynamics (CFD), magneto-
hydrodynamics, and gas dynamics (Wang et al., 2010; Kuo et al.,
2011; Rossinelli et al., 2011; Schive et al., 2012).
In computational hydraulics that focuses on SWE models,
Brodtkorb (2010) implemented Kurganov–Levy and Kurganov–
Petrova numerical schemes to solve the SWEs on a GPU and test
the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)-based hetero-
geneous architectures for improved computational performance.
More recently, Smith and Liang (2013) presented a second-
order accurate finite volume Godunov-type SWE model on GPUs.
Because of the use of the OpenCL programming framework, their
model can be run on any modern GPUs and CPUs and therefore
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offers greater flexibility in model applications. Both of these GPU
SWE models were originally developed and tested for pluvial or
surface flood modeling; however, their capability needs to be fur-
ther verified for tsunami modeling, which is numerically more
challenging and requires accurate representation of wave propa-
gation, dispersion, and overland surge.
In this work, a GPU-accelerated second-order accurate hydro-
dynamic model is presented for tsunami simulations, which is an
extension of the first-order accurate model previously reported by
the authors (Amouzgar et al., 2014) and better suited for practi-
cal tsunami simulations. The model solves the 2-D SWEs using a
finite volume Godunov-type scheme incorporated with an HLLC
approximate Riemann solver. Effective numerical techniques are
implemented to ensure a well-balanced solution of the lake-
at-rest problem and to accurately track moving wet/dry shore-
lines (Liang, 2010). Finally, the model is implemented on GPUs
using the NVIDIA CUDA framework to allow highly parallelized
computation.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In a matrix form, the 2-D hyperbolic conservation laws of the








where x and y are Cartesian coordinates; t denotes time; and u, f ,
g, and s are the vectors containing the conserved variables, fluxes
in the x- and y-directions, and source terms, respectively. With-
out considering the viscous terms, surface stresses, and Coriolis
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where  is the water level (stage), h is the total water depth, u
and v are depth-averaged velocity components in the x- and y-
directions, and zb is the bed level above datum. The bed rough-
ness coefficient is calculated by Cf = gn2/h1/3, with n denoting
the Manning coefficient and g = 9081 m/s2 as the acceleration due
to gravity. Using the water level  as a flow variable, the above
formulation expresses a set of prebalanced SWEs that automati-
cally satisfy the lake-at-rest conditions for applications involving
irregular domain topographies (Liang and Borthwick, 2009).
NUMERICAL SCHEME
SWEs 1 and 2 are solved using a shock-capturing finite volume
Godunov-type scheme, with a two-step unsplit MUSCL-Hancock
method applied to achieve second-order accuracy in both space
and time. In the predictor step, intermediate flow variables are
calculated to half of a time step ãt/2 using the following formula:
uk+1/2i = uki −
ãt
2ãx







where superscript k represents the time step; subscripts E , W , N ,
and S indicate the east, west, north, and south interfaces of the cell
under consideration; i is the cell index; ãt is the time step; and
ãx and ãy are the size of the cell in the x- and y-directions. The
interface fluxes fE , fW , gN , and gS are directly computed from the
face values of the variables at the middle point of the respective
cell face, which are obtained using the MUSCL slope limited lin-
ear reconstruction based on cell-center values of the flow variables
to prevent spurious oscillations of the solution in the vicinity of
discontinuities or steep gradients. The minmod limiter is adopted
in this work to guarantee better numerical stability.
In the corrector step, the HLLC Riemann solver is used to
calculate the interface fluxes, and the flow variables are updated
to a new time step using the following fully conservative time-
marching formula:
uk+1i = uki −
ãt
ãx
4fE − fW 5−
ãt
ãy
4gN − gS5+ãt sk+1/2i (4)
Detailed implementation of this second-order finite volume HLLC
Godunov-type scheme can be found in Liang and Borthwick
(2009).
To accurately track the moving wet/dry interface and mean-
while ensure nonnegative water depth, a depth-positivity preserv-
ing technique introduced by Liang (2010) is adopted for robust
simulation of tsunami inundation. Furthermore, the friction source
terms are separately discretized using a pointwise implicit scheme,
as adopted in Liang (2010), to improve numerical stability of the
scheme for applications involving wetting and drying.
The present numerical scheme is overall explicit, and the max-
imum permissible time step ensuring stable simulations is con-









where 0 < C ≤ 1 is the Courant number. In this work, variable
time steps predicted by Eq. 5 with C = 005 are used in all of the
test cases.
Open or closed boundary conditions are imposed during sim-
ulations. For open boundaries, the flow information at the ghost
points is imposed to allow zero gradients at the boundary or
directly prescribed as inflow or outflow conditions. The closed
boundary is implemented similarly for water level and tangen-
tial velocity/discharge but zero normal velocity/discharge at the
boundary under consideration.
CUDA IMPLEMENTATION
Herein the aforementioned finite volume Godunov-type SWE
model is implemented for fully parallelized computing on
GPUs using the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA)
programming framework. Specifically, CUDA/C is adopted to
develop the wholly parallelized calculation component that runs
on GPUs (NVIDIA, 2012), and C++ is used to write the nonpar-
allelized or sequential codes.
The program starts by allocating memory on the host (CPU)
and the device (GPU). Then the required datasets such as topog-
raphy, bathymetry, and initial conditions are loaded onto the host.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the GPU heterogeneous parallelized program:
(a) executive procedure and (b) GPU kernels
Data allocated to the memory of the host are then copied to the
global memory of the GPU. The flow calculation is executed
entirely on the GPU by the parallelized parts of the code via the
main functions that are known as kernels, written by CUDA/C
extensions. Data on the GPU are available for access by the
kernels for execution. When required, the simulation results are
copied from the device back to the host for postprocessing and
visualization. The main executive procedure of the heterogeneous
parallel program is illustrated in Fig. 1a.
In the fully parallelized calculation component, four main
kernels are defined according to the aforementioned numerical
scheme, including MUSCL-Hancock predictor (half time step ker-
nel), MUSCL-Hancock corrector (full time step kernel), friction
step, and time step reduction. These kernels are fully executed on
the GPU, as shown in Fig. 1b. To calculate the permissible time
step for advancing simulation, the reduction algorithm provided
by CUDA is used, which is within the thrust library in the CUDA
Toolkit (CUDA Toolkit, 2013). Each kernel launches a grid of
thread blocks. Each thread has a unique local index in its block,
and each block has a unique index in the grid. These blocks can be
executed out of order and allow for scalability for a different num-
ber of cores in a specific device, whereas the threads in a block
are executed together in groups of 32 called “warps.” Threads per
block should be launched as a multiple of warp size. The poten-
tial performance of these values for a block size is discussed in
Sanders and Kandrot (2012). After testing different values in the
range of 32–512 threads per block, 64 or 128 threads per block
show a better performance and are used in this work.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The current GPU-accelerated tsunami model is first validated
against the conical island tsunami benchmark test and then applied
to reproduce the 2011 Japan tsunami. GPU simulations are run
on a single NVIDIA Tesla M2075 card. The required run times
are compared with those resulting from the simulations on a sin-
gle Intel Core i5-2500 (3.3 GHz) PC using an alternative Fortran
Fig. 2 Experimental layout and gauge locations
code, as reported in Liang (2010). It should be noted that the
comparison of run times is only indicative because different com-
puter languages may involve different optimization strategies for
simulations, although the numerical schemes are identical for the
two models. All of the calculations are carried out using a double-
precision (64-bit) floating-point arithmetic.
2-D Run-Up of a Solitary Wave on a Conical Island
This experimental benchmark test of tsunami run-up onto a
conical island (Briggs et al., 1995) is simulated to demonstrate
the model’s capability for simulating breaking waves and com-
plex flow hydrodynamics with wetting and drying over uneven
topography. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
the conical island, with a base diameter of 7.2 m, top diameter
of 2.2 m, and height of 0.625 m, is located near the center of a
30 m × 25 m basin. For numerical simulations, the computational
domain is set to 25.92 m × 27.6 m with initial water depth of
0.32 m.
The incident wave is imposed from the left boundary at x= 0,
in order to replicate the solitary wave generated by a wave maker.










where D is the still water depth, H is the wave amplitude, T
represents the time when the wave crest reaches the domain, and
C = g 4D + H5005 is the wave celerity. The incident wave with
an amplitude of H = 00064 m is specifically considered herein to
provide a more challenging test involving wave breaking. The cor-
responding still water depth is D = 0032 m, and T = 2045 s. Bed
friction is neglected based on the findings in Liu et al. (1995). The
uniform grid resolution is set to 0.04 m in order to be consistent
with other works, e.g., Hubbard and Dodd (2002).
Figure 3 presents a series of 3-D water surfaces to show the
interaction between the incident solitary wave and the conical
island. The incident wave leads to high run-up and inundation at
the front side of the island at approximately t = 9 s. After reaching
the maximum run-up, the wave runs down the inundated region,
and the refracted wave propagates around the island toward the
lee side, as shown for t = 11 s. Then these two waves collide at
the lee side, producing the second high run-up at approximately
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Fig. 3 Sample 3-D water surfaces at (a) t = 9 s, (b) t = 11 s, (c)
t = 12 s, and (d) t = 13 s
t = 12 s. After that, the waves continue to propagate further in
different directions around the island, as observed at t = 13 s. To
further validate the current model, the predicted time histories of
water surface elevation at five gauges are compared with experi-
mental measurements in Fig. 4. The numerical results agree satis-
factorily with measurements, although a certain level of discrep-
ancy is also predicted. For example, at gauge 3 there is an obvi-
ous phase difference between the predicted and recorded leading
waves, which is caused by the way the SWEs describe breaking
Fig. 4 Comparison of predicted surface water elevation with
experimental measurements and alternative numerical solutions at
different gauges: (a) gauge 3, (b) gauge 6, (c) gauge 9, and (d)
gauge 22
Gauge no. 3 6 9 16 22
RMSE (m) 0.0126 0.00916 0.00702 0.00831 0.0102
Table 1 Conical island simulation: RMSE at different gauges
Fig. 5 Effect of grid resolution
CPU (Intel Core i5-2500) GPU (Tesla M2075) Speed-up
939.22 s 21.8 s 43.1x
Table 2 Conical island simulation: run times on different devices
waves. In this case, the physical incident wave breaks before arriv-
ing at the shoreline, and the SWE model simulates the breaking
waves as a propagating bore. The predictions are consistent with
numerical predictions reported by other researchers (e.g., Niko-
los and Delis, 2009) using an unstructured grid-based finite vol-
ume Godunov-type model implemented with a Roe approximate
Riemann solver. Nevertheless, the arriving time and magnitude of
the leading wave are accurately reproduced, which are the most
important aspects for engineering considerations. Table 1 presents
the root mean square error (RMSE) calculated at the five different
gauges.
To demonstrate the effect of the grid resolution on the numer-
ical results, further simulations are run on uniform grids of finer
and coarser resolutions, i.e., 0.01 m, 0.02 m, 0.08 m, and 0.16 m,
respectively. The predicted time histories of water surface eleva-
tion predicted by the different simulations are shown in Fig. 5
for gauge 22 at the lee side of the island. The simulation results
appear to be convergent in capturing the peak with increasing grid
resolution.
The performance of the current GPU tsunami model is eval-
uated by comparing the run times of different simulations (20 s
of simulation with 0.04 m grid resolution) on different devices.
As indicated in Table 2, the GPU simulation is approximately 43
times more efficient than the run on a single CPU core using the
Fortran code of the model (Liang, 2010).
Simulation of the 2011 Japan Tsunami
The Tohoku-Oki Mw = 900 earthquake triggered a mega-
tsunami in East Japan on 11 March 2011, causing over 15,000
casualties and 220 billion U.S. dollars of damage. The present
GPU tsunami model is used to reproduce this tsunami event
to demonstrate its superior performance for real-world applica-
tions. Figure 6 presents the 1,350 km×1,822.5 km computational
domain. The resolution of the bathymetry/topography data used
for simulations is respectively 1,350 m and 450 m. A constant
Manning coefficient of 0.025 is used across the whole domain.
Initial water surface displacement initiating the tsunami is calcu-
lated using the Okada rectangular fault model (Okada, 1985) as
provided in Clarke et al. (1997). The fault information and param-
eters are similar to those reported in Fujii et al. (2011), assuming
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Fig. 6 Initial water surface displacement and location of gauges
instantaneous rapture. The tsunami source is divided into 40 sub-
faults, each 50 km × 50 km, covering the whole affected area.
The focal mechanisms of the subfaults were taken from the USGS
Wphase moment tensor solution and are as follows: strike, 193;
dip, 14; and slip, 81. The top depth is assumed to be 0 km,
12.1 km, 24.2 km, and 36.3 km for near-trench, shallow, middle,
and deep subfaults, respectively.
The tsunami event is simulated for 6 hours, using the current
GPU hydrodynamic model on a grid with 12,150,000 cells of
450 m in resolution. Figure 7 presents the tsunami wave propa-
gation in the first 20 minutes. After being initiated by the earth-
quake, the tsunami wave propagates radially into the deep ocean
and toward the east coast of Japan. The first leading high wave
reaches the coast in approximately 20 minutes, consistent with
records at the wave gauges.
For this event, field records of water surface elevation are avail-
able in a number of gauge stations of different types. The mea-
surements from five gauges, as detailed in Table 3, are used in this
work to verify the model results. These include one wave gauge
close to the coast (202), two near-shore GPS buoys (803 and 806),
Fig. 7 Propagation of tsunami wave: (a) t = 5 min, (b) t =
10 min, (c) t = 15 min, and (d) t = 20 min
Gauge Type Depth (m)
803 Miyagi North GPS buoy 160
806 Fukushima GPS buoy 137
202 NOWPHAS 44
TM-1 Pressure gauge 1,600
D21418 Tsunameter 5,660
Table 3 Sample gauges where records are available for
comparison
one cabled pressure gauge (TM-1), and one DART buoy (D21418)
approximately 500 km offshore, away from the epicenter.
Figure 8 shows the comparison between the simulation results






Fig. 8 Comparison of observed and simulated wave time series
at five gauges: (a) gauge 803, (b) gauge 806, (c) gauge 202,
(d) gauge TM-1, and (e) gauge D21418
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Resolution Number of cells CPU Intel GPU Tesla
1,350 m 1,350,000 60 min 1 min 4∼ 60×5
450 m 12,150,000 2 days 45 min 4∼ 64×5
Table 4 Japan tsunami simulations: run times on different
devices
mum wave amplitude is approximately 6 m at gauge 803 (Miyagi
North), which is well captured by the model. Despite a small shift
of phase, the model predicts reasonably well the wave series at
gauge 806 (Fukushima). At the near-shore gauge, 202, where the
water depth is only 44 m, the model prediction shows good agree-
ment with the actual record in both amplitude and phase. The
pressure gauge TM-1 located in the medium depth of 1,600 m
recorded a wave peak of more than 4 m at 18 min after the earth-
quake. Although the waveform is successfully reproduced, the
peak is slightly underestimated by the current model. The under-
estimation of wave peak at this gauge was also reported by Fujii
et al. (2011) using a different model. At gauge D21418, which is
located offshore at a depth of over 5,000 m, a peak of 1.64 m was
recorded at approximately 33 min after the earthquake, which is
the largest tsunami wave ever recorded by a deep-ocean tsuname-
ter. Again, the current model successfully predicts the waveform,
the arrival time, and the depression. Overall, the model reproduced
reasonably well the first dominant wave in all of the gauges, as
well as the rest of the wave series in those gauges with data avail-
able for comparison. The current numerical results also compare
favorably with model predictions presented by other researchers,
e.g., Fujii et al. (2011) and Wei et al. (2013).
To further demonstrate the performance of the current GPU
model, the run times for simulations on grids of different resolu-
tions (i.e., 1,350 m and 450 m) are compared for different hard-
ware devices. The simulations are carried out for the first 70 min
of the tsunami event to allow reasonable run time of the CPU runs.
Table 4 details the run time comparison. The coarse-resolution
simulation requires only 1 min run time on a single GPU despite
1.35 million cells being involved in the computation. On the other
hand, the same simulation on a single CPU using the Fortran code
takes 1 hour to complete, showing 60 times speed-up by the GPU
model. For the fine-resolution simulations involving 12.15 million
cells, the GPU model only needs 45 min of run time whereas the
CPU model takes approximately 2 days, giving a speed-up of 64
times.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a hydrodynamic model based on GPU parallel
computing has been presented for tsunami simulations. The model
solves the 2-D nonlinear SWEs using a MUSCL-Hancock second-
order finite-volume Godunov-type scheme incorporated with an
HLLC approximate Riemann solver. The model is capable of
simulating tsunami propagation and run-up involving advancing
bores and moving shorelines in the inundation zone over irreg-
ular topographies. The model has been applied to reproduce a
laboratory-scale tsunami test and the 2011 Japan tsunami. Model
predictions compared well with laboratory measurements, field
records, and alternative numerical results whenever available.
The improved performance of the current GPU model has been
demonstrated by comparing with a Fortran code based on the
identical numerical scheme that runs on a single CPU core. When
simulating the laboratory-scale tsunami test, the GPU model is
over 40 times more efficient than the CPU code. When reproduc-
ing the 2011 Japan event, the GPU-accelerated model is more than
60 times faster for both the coarse-resolution simulation involv-
ing 1.35 million cells and the fine-resolution simulation involving
12.15 million cells.
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